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Chapter 6

F r a m e w o r k s  f o r  R e g i o n a l  
F o o d  S y s t e m  C o o r d i n a t i o n

A 
thriving regional food system depends in part on the capacity of governments and stake-

holders to work together around planning, policies and programs. Coordinating certain 

policies, programs, tools and incentives across New England is critical to increasing pro-

duction and market opportunities, reducing market barriers and enhancing regional food security and 

self-reliance.1 Growing enthusiasm for regional food solutions has generated considerable interest in iden-

tifying appropriate institutions and mechanisms for promoting regional (i.e., multistate) coordination. 

This section considers New England states’ existing efforts to build a regional food system and addi-

tional work they can undertake to achieve food systems goals. This section also examines several exam-

ples of regionwide approaches and structures. Regional frameworks for multistate cooperation and 

coordination range from informal to quite formal. Several frameworks build on the legal authority and 

democratic accountability of government entities. Others, such as associations and networks, stand 

outside government, although governments may participate. The section concludes by illustrating sev-

eral areas that are ripe for new or renewed regional collaboration, coordination or policy efforts.

It is important to recognize that while there 

are many models for regional frameworks, rel-

atively few efforts have achieved lasting policy 

successes for the New England food system. 

Indeed, reaching regional consensus among 

the New England states is often challenging. 

According to Brian Dabson of the Rural Policy 

Research Institute, “[t]he regional landscape is 

cluttered with [these] attempts. . . . It is a big chal-

lenge for states to work together. Some initiatives 

work for idiosyncratic reasons; many fail.”2 

Moreover, this exploration does not seek to 

prioritize or recommend any particular multi-

state mechanism for working together on food 

system issues. No one approach is suitable 

to address the many challenges of creating a 

more sustainable, resilient and self-reliant food 

system. A particular model may be appropriate 

to address one problem, but not necessarily 

others. While entirely new approaches deserve 

Highlights
•  Build on existing intergovernmental 

efforts, regional food system networks 

and initiatives, and state and local food 

charters and policy councils.

•  Explore a regional food system plan-

ning entity to chart a course for greater 

regional coordination and collaboration.

•  Harmonize, reciprocate and cross-polli-

nate state programs and policies, such 

as meat processing regulations, labor 

and workforce development, and institu-

tional procurement.
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serious consideration and may be vital to achieving mean-

ingful solutions, the region would also benefit from lever-

aging existing regional food system networks and initia-

tives to address emerging and shared challenges for which 

multistate coordination may be helpful or necessary.

   6.1 MODELS FOR REGIONAL              
   COORDINATION                               

The following pages explore a few potentially applicable 

models for regional governance, policymaking and coop-

eration in agricultural markets and other contexts. 

INTERSTATE COMPACTS,  COMMISSIONS  

AND AUTHORIT IES

The preeminent binding form of interstate gover-

nance is the interstate compact. Referenced in the U.S. 

Constitution, interstate compacts are contracts between 

states and must be authorized by Congress in many 

cases.3 Compacts address a range of policy and admin-

istrative issues, from boundary disputes and mutual nat-

ural resources to criminal extradition and taxation. The 

National Center for Interstate Compacts (NCIC) counts 

200 active interstate compacts, with more than 30 com-

pacts involving contiguous states.4 According to the NCIC:

• Interstate compacts are powerful, durable, flexible 

tools to promote and ensure cooperation among the 

states, while avoiding federal intervention and pre-

emption of state powers. Compacts offer the following 

benefits:

 » They settle interstate disputes.

 » They provide state-developed solutions to complex 

public policy problems,

 » unlike federally imposed mandates.

 » They respond to national priorities in consultation or 

in partnership with the

 » federal government.

 » They retain state sovereignty in matters traditionally 

reserved for the states.

 » They create economies of scale to reduce adminis-

trative costs.

• In other words, the interstate compact is a constitution-

ally authorized means of implementing and protecting 

federalism and the states’ role in the federal system.5

As creatures of federal and state law, interstate compacts 

can be regulatory in nature. An example of a regulatory 

interstate compact is the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries 

Compact, which governs commercial fishing in the waters 

off 15 states on the Atlantic seaboard.6 Compacts also may 

serve an advisory function, as in the case of the Bay State-

Ocean State Compact, which established an interstate 

commission with representatives from Massachusetts, 

Rhode Island and the U.S. Environmental Protection 

Agency to study, develop and make recommenda-

tions about the environmental and economic aspects of 

Narragansett Bay and Mount Hope Bay.7 

The chief impediment to developing interstate compacts 

is the substantial effort needed to enact identical com-

pact legislation in each party state and to reach complete 

regional consensus on the compact’s mission, author-

ity and goals. If the compact establishes regulatory or 

other legal powers implicating federal authority — such 

as those associated with traditional farm bill programs 

— and/or seeks a federal funding mechanism, it requires 

Congressional approval, which can prove a potentially sig-

nificant challenge. If an interstate compact is merely advi-

sory in its mission, it may suffer from a lack of financial 

resources or a lack of state commitment.

Example: Northeast Dairy Compact

The most prominent recent example of an interstate com-

pact addressing an agricultural issue is the Northeast Dairy 

Compact, which was developed to fix minimum prices for 

liquid milk at higher levels than the federal minimum price 

and to promote the region’s dairy industry. The Northeast 

Dairy Compact was approved by Congress in 1996. It per-

tained to the six New England states and allowed mem-

bership in the compact to expand to New York, New 

Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland and Virginia, if 

the prospective state was contiguous to a member state, 

and if the compact was approved by the state legisla-

ture of the prospective state and Congress. No additional 

states joined. An interstate commission authorized by the 

compact regulated milk prices in New England until 2001, 

when Congressional authorization expired.8

While opinions are varied among stakeholders, many 

believe the Northeast Dairy Compact was a successful 

approach to improving the viability of dairy farms. There 

is little discussion of reviving the compact or enacting 

similar compacts for other products, however, because of 

significant political resistance to the approach.9
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Typically authorized by Congress, interstate commis-

sions are governmental bodies comprised of state and 

sometimes federal representatives, often with regula-

tory or policy development responsibilities. Prominent 

examples include the Chesapeake Bay Commission, the 

Appalachian Regional Commission and the Delaware River 

Basin Commission. A commission can be a formal agency 

or body with decision-making authority, or an appointed 

group with a mandate to research or investigate a topic, 

make recommendations to policymakers, or oversee an 

area of endeavor. Some commissions receive federal dol-

lars, often matched by state and private sector resources.

Congress also creates interstate entities called authorities 

that administer infrastructure, ports and transportation 

functions affecting more than one state. The Tennessee 

Valley Authority and the Port Authority of New York 

and New Jersey fall within this category. In many cases, 

interstate commissions and authorities are created by or 

charged with implementing an interstate compact.10 

MEMORANDA OF UNDERSTANDING

As an alternative to more formal compacts, states have 

executed cooperative initiatives through more informal 

agreements such as memoranda of understanding (MOU). 

MOUs are typically executed by governors or executive 

branch agencies, often without the direct involvement of 

state legislatures. Although MOUs are styled as voluntary, 

nonbinding commitments, participating states often agree 

to evaluate and pursue specific policies, to pool financial 

and technical resources, and to follow defined procedures 

for decision-making, dispute resolution and stakeholder 

involvement. Because MOUs are less formal and easier to 

adopt than interstate compacts, for example, states com-

monly use MOUs or similarly informal documents to coor-

dinate regional decision-making and even to implement 

joint regulatory programs.

Example: Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative

Among the most robust examples of an interstate MOU, 

the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI) is a mar-

ket-based cap-and-trade program to combat climate 

change by limiting the carbon dioxide emissions of large 

power generators in 10 Northeastern states.11 The RGGI 

agreement was developed between 2003 and 2005 in 

coordination with participating states and a broad coali-

tion of energy sector and environmental stakeholders. 

Under the MOU, participating states worked together 

to develop a complete model rule that each participat-

ing state is directed to propose under state law, either 

as new legislation or through administrative rulemaking, 

which includes a provision for a state-specific emissions 

cap and requires generators to acquire permits from any 

participating state to emit carbon dioxide in amounts no 

greater than the cap through periodic region-wide auc-

tions. Each participating state implemented its own ver-

sion of the model rule, and RGGI started its first trading 

period in 2009. 

All auctions and other regional aspects of the program 

are administered and facilitated by a third-party nonprofit 

organization called RGGI, Inc. The proceeds of auctions, 

which total more than $1 billion to date, are allocated to 

participating states for consumer benefits, energy effi-

ciency, renewable energy development, or other fiscal 

priorities as the states see fit.12 Independent analysis of 

RGGI shows that the program has yielded substantial net 

economic and environmental benefits for consumers and 

the regional economy as a whole and is succeeding in 

reducing demand for fossil fuels.13 Although RGGI’s devel-

opment required substantial support from the states and 

private foundations, the auction process now generates 

fees that support the technical needs of RGGI, Inc., as well 

as dedicated state agency participation in the ongoing 

regional dialogue on program effectiveness and design. 

The economic benefits associated with RGGI, especially 

the new revenue stream for energy efficiency, were inte-

gral to the program’s development and to building energy 

and business sector constituencies for state-by-state 

adoption of legislation or rules. 

RGGI offers several potential lessons for regional food 

policy coordination. Despite some opposition from utili-

ties, the development of RGGI required genuine collabora-

tion between governmental, industry and public-interest 

stakeholders. Likewise, a robust MOU approach neces-

sitates decisions made by full consensus of the partici-

pating states, which imparts significant legitimacy and 

momentum to program implementation. Even so, RGGI, 

an inherently narrow program intended to address a single 

environmental problem, likely represents the outer limit of 

the MOU approach to interstate policymaking, given the 

economic significance of the program and its direct regu-

latory mandates.14
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Example: Transportation and Climate Initiative 

MOUs also can serve to study shared policy problems and 

catalyze regional collaboration and dialogue. 

In June 2010, the heads of environmental, energy and 

transportation agencies from 11 Mid-Atlantic and Northeast 

states and the District of Columbia issued a joint decla-

ration of intent, establishing the so-called Transportation 

and Climate Initiative (TCI).15 The goal of this initiative is to 

foster regional collaboration around transportation policy 

and clean energy technology solutions that would reduce 

the carbon emissions of the transportation sector. Housed 

at Georgetown University’s Climate Center, TCI receives 

most of its operating funds from the U.S. Department of 

Energy and private foundations. 

The Transportation and Climate Initiative focuses on sev-

eral core work areas, including the launch of the Northeast 

Electric Vehicle Network to expedite deployment of elec-

tric vehicles and charging infrastructure; promoting trans-

portation policies that advance sustainable communities; 

adopting information and communication technologies 

that increase transit use and decrease traffic congestion; 

and improving the efficiency of freight movement.16 TCI’s 

sustainable communities work is documented in a sepa-

rate agreement.17

While the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative is a regu-

latory MOU, the Transportation and Climate Initiative 

approach to interstate collaboration might be categorized 

as an advisory MOU. Its function is to facilitate research, 

information sharing, dialogue and policy analysis on 

key transportation and climate issues with the imprima-

turs and support of the sponsoring agencies. With TCI’s 

external funding, it is undertaking work on issues that 

many resource-strapped state agencies are interested 

in addressing but cannot pursue given personnel and 

budget constraints. As a result, TCI’s work may result in 

stronger regional policies in the long run, although its 

projects have not yet translated into meaningful state-

level policy changes.

REGULATORY HARMONIZATION  

AND RECIPROCITY

States may also pursue regionally focused solutions with-

out a single regional governance structure or body such 

as those described above. There are many examples of 

market-based and regulatory programs that begin within 

a couple of states and are ultimately adopted, in similar 

but not necessarily identical ways, in more states, possibly 

encompassing a discrete region. In some cases, national 

or regional organizations publish model regulations or 

programs that are then disseminated for adoption by mul-

tiple states.

For instance, in response to slow federal promulgation of 

regulatory measures to reduce mercury pollution, state 

laws and regulations in the Northeast now regulate mer-

cury and toxic air pollution more stringently than the 

federal law does, essentially creating a regional regula-

tory policy.18 This policy emerged through both a regional 

task force, initiated by the New England Governors’ 

Conference in the 1990s, but also through distinctive state 

law changes and rulemaking. 

The restructuring of the New England electric industry 

is a prominent example of complementary and inde-

pendent state law changes that coalesced into a trans-

formed regional market. These legal changes forced most 

New England utilities to leave the electric generation 

business and opened the market to competition from 

nonincumbent power plant operators and other suppli-

ers. Restructuring laws resulted in the development of a 

regional wholesale market for electricity administered by 

a private, nonprofit corporation, ISO New England, Inc., 

which is empowered by federal law and tariffs to act as 

the operator of the region’s electric transmission system 

and the wholesale power market.

In another form of regulatory cooperation, states often 

engage in reciprocal licensing or regulatory programs, 

where actions in one state are recognized in other states. 

This is common in education, professional and other ser-

vices, and criminal law contexts. In the agri-food sector, 

several New England states have in the past operated 

pesticide-applicator licensing programs under reciprocity 

agreements, which are no longer in effect.

Example: Renewable Portfolio Standards 

A set of complementary state policies in the energy 

sector has drawn interest from food system stakeholders 

as a potential model for increasing food production in the 

region. Renewable portfolio standard (RPS) laws require 

electric utilities to purchase an increasing percentage of 

their energy supply from renewable sources of power, 

such as wind, solar, biomass and small-scale hydropower. 

Although each New England state has its own RPS pro-

gram,19 the programs establish set percentages of differ-

ent types of renewable supply, differentiating between 
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newly developed and preexisting facilities and between 

fuel sources. Certified renewable energy facilities, which 

can be located anywhere in New England or adjacent 

power grids, earn renewable energy credits for each unit 

of power they generate. 

Generally, utilities satisfy their renewable portfolio stan-

dard obligations by purchasing credits from certified 

renewable energy sources or by making payments to a 

state renewable energy fund. By creating new markets 

and revenue streams for the emerging renewable energy 

industry, renewable portfolio standard laws have been 

moderately successful at encouraging investment in and 

strengthening the economics of renewable energy in New 

England. With renewable energy facilities able to sell 

credits to utilities throughout New England and beyond, 

renewable energy credit markets are both state-based 

and regional.

INTERGOVERNMENTAL COUNCILS

State governments frequently form collaborative, formal 

relationships, often without direct legal or regulatory 

mandates. These relationships are intended to be perma-

nent and ongoing, with varying structures and processes 

for accomplishing goals and tasks. 

Example: Coalition of Northeastern Governors

The Coalition of Northeastern Governors (CONEG) brings 

together the governors of the six New England states 

and New York for periodic meetings, information-shar-

ing and joint statements of policy.20 In recent years, this 

coalition — as well as the former New England Governors’ 

Conference, which had a similar structure and goals, and 

was folded into CONEG in 2012 — has promoted policies 

addressing shared economic, environmental and social 

issues that reflect CONEG’s agenda. Through the Coalition 

of Northeastern Governors, the state executive branches 

establish joint visions, priorities and goals. They also 

create joint agreements to tackle common problems and 

coordinate policy efforts.

A nonprofit organization serves as the staff arm of the coa-

lition. Where the governors identify national or regional 

issues warranting joint focus, CONEG facilitates informa-

tion exchange, tracks related developments within the 

region and nationally and conducts policy assessments 

and studies to help inform and coordinate state actions.

Example: Northeastern Association of State Departments 

of Agriculture

The Northeastern Association of State Departments of 

Agriculture (NEASDA) is the regional chapter of the 

National Association of State Departments of Agriculture 

(NASDA), an organization that represents state depart-

ments of agriculture “in the development, implementation, 

and communication of sound public policy and programs 

which support and promote the American agricultural 

industry, while protecting consumers and the environ-

ment.”21 Like the national association, NEASDA adopts 

joint policy statements on a range of agricultural issues 

and provides a platform for lobbying Congress and federal 

agencies on matters of concern to the agricultural sector. 

The northeastern association, which includes the New 

England states, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and 

Delaware, meets at least twice a year and has no formal 

staff; its work is conducted by the respective agency 

heads from each state department of agriculture and its 

staff, with support from the national staff in Washington, 

D.C. In addition to identifying common policy issues of 

regional importance, NEASDA allows for informal coordi-

nation and information sharing among the region’s state 

agriculture agency heads and staff. 

Example: New England States Animal Agriculture 

Security Alliance

Another of the New England governors’ achievements 

to date was forming the New England States Animal 

Agriculture Security Alliance (NESAASA). Precedents 

in other parts of the country include the Multi-State 

Partnership for Security in Agriculture and the Southern 

Agriculture and Animal Disaster Response Alliance. All six 

New England governors signed the NESAASA charter in 

July 2010.

 

The chartered goal of NESAASA is the following:

• To support and develop regional NIMS-compliant stan-

dards, processes, and capacity through collaborative 

planning, preparedness, mitigation, response, and 

recovery efforts that help to ensure the safety, health 

and security of the regional food and animal and 

animal agriculture sector infrastructure and economy. 

NESAASA seeks to enhance New England regional 

animal and animal agriculture emergency prepared-

ness and response to all hazards including chemical, 

biological, radiological and nuclear incidents and nat-

ural disasters.22
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With the support of the Area Office of the USDA Animal and 

Plant Health Inspection Service-Veterinary Services, the six 

state veterinarians who comprise NESAASA developed the 

Cooperative Agreement and Work Plan for this project.

   6.2 EXISTING REGIONAL                    
   FOOD SYSTEM NETWORKS                
   AND INITIATIVES                              

Several regional networks and initiatives share a commit-

ment to convening food system stakeholders, fostering 

greater collaboration on food policy issues across New 

England, and promoting a strong New England food 

system. These networks and initiatives have different 

structures, priorities and funding sources. 

A common intent of regional networks is to provide ongo-

ing network functions such as communications, joint 

endeavors, information exchange and, in some cases, 

policy advocacy. Other initiatives include collaborative, 

time-limited, or ad hoc task forces, committees, projects 

and events that help achieve regional outcomes and also 

build relationships, networks and joint capacity.

Example: New England Governors’ Conference and the 

New England Farm and Food Security Initiative

The New England Farm and Food Security Initiative 

(NEFFSI) was an effort of the New England Governors’ 

Conference and the chief agricultural officers from 

New England’s six states. NEFFSI emerged as one of 

five key initiatives recommended by the New England 

Governors’ Conference’s Blue Ribbon Commission on 

Land Conservation.23 In 2010, the New England Governors’ 

Conference endorsed a three-year action plan focused on 

regional-scale research, projects, investments and poli-

cies. Its goals included:

• Enhancing and strengthening New England’s food 

system infrastructure; 

• Spurring job creation and economic growth in the 

region’s farm and food sectors; 

• Retaining and protecting the region’s working farm-

land resources; 

• Improving access to nutritional foods in the region’s 

urban and rural communities; 

• Strengthening the profitability and sustainability of 

the region’s dairy farming industry;

• Fostering long-term farm profitability and sustainabil-

ity; and 

• Expanding farm production capacity.  

A change in executive leadership in four of the six New 

England states in 2010 led to a phaseout in 2012 of the 

Commission on Land Conservation and its five formal ini-

tiatives. However, several recommendations made through 

NEFFSI have been acted on, and the six current chief agri-

cultural officers continue to collaborate on regional-scale 

solutions to identified barriers. A NEFFSI convening of 

public, private and philanthropic partners led to seed 

funding for and the launch of Farm to Institution New 

England, a regional network now addressing institutional 

procurement barriers and opportunities. NEFFSI recom-

mendations on meat processing led to a formal project 

exploring opportunities for processors to sell beef to insti-

tutional customers in the region. And the six New England 

agricultural officers have organized several listening 

sessions between officials from the U.S. Food and Drug 

Administration and regional producers over two proposed 

rules related to the Food Safety Modernization Act.24

Example: Northeast Sustainable Agriculture Working Group

NESAWG, a partner in this report, is a 12-state network 

of organizations and individuals that seeks to build a 

more sustainable, healthy and equitable food system for 

the Northeastern United States.25 NESAWG started in 

1992 and is an unincorporated association; the network 

operates under a fiscal sponsorship arrangement with 

Just Food, Inc., a New York-based nonprofit organization. 

More than 400 organizations actively participate in the 

network, which works at local, state, regional and national 

levels to coordinate public policy advocacy, foster mar-

ket-based innovation and educate the public about farm 

and food issues. NESAWG sponsors an annual conference 

that brings together food system professionals and advo-

cates, local community food leaders, policymakers, plan-

ners, researchers, extension and other educators, farm 

groups and support organizations, food supply chain busi-

nesses, consumer groups, students and youth. It empha-

sizes and promotes regional approaches and solutions to 

food system problems. NESAWG also sponsors research, 

educational publications and special projects. It hosts a 

Listserv and interactive website. 
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Example: Food Solutions New England

Established in 2006, Food Solutions New England (FSNE) 

is a “regional food systems learning-action network” dedi-

cated to “transforming the New England food system into 

a resilient driver of healthy food, sustainable farming and 

fishing, food system equity and thriving communities.” 

FSNE is supported by the University of New Hampshire’s 

Sustainability Institute with assistance from private foun-

dations. FSNE is organized around four activities: the New 

England Food Vision; New England state food system 

planning; annual regional Food Summits; and network 

development and communications. The New England 

Food Vision calls for building the capacity for the region 

to produce at least 50 percent of its food needs by 2060. 

The Vision is the work of a writing team of academic 

researchers and practitioners. It reflects three years of 

review and input from diverse stakeholders and will con-

tinue as a living document. FSNE-hosted annual regional 

summits and network development events contribute to 

shared learning, mutual awareness and dialogue across 

the diverse approaches to state food planning underway 

in the six New England states. FSNE is committed to pro-

moting the design and facilitation of a regional network to 

advance the aspirations of the New England Food Vision 

and food system transformation through collaboration at 

the local, state and regional levels.

Example: Harvest New England

Harvest New England (HNE) is a marketing program jointly 

created in 1992 by New England’s state departments of 

agriculture. Its theme and message are: “Support New 

England’s farm economy. Buy local, buy New England!” 

The initial purpose of the program was to support the 

sale of New England-grown produce through supermar-

ket channels. The program was subsequently opened to 

all New England food and agricultural products. Harvest 

New England fosters collaborative problem-solving at 

the regional level and sponsors a biennial regional con-

ference and trade show. The program also coordinates 

workshops and meetings focused on regional issues of 

concern to farmers, such as regulations, food safety and 

agritourism.26  

Example: New England Extension Consortium

The New England Extension Consortium is a regional net-

work of the six New England states’ cooperative exten-

sion systems. Its goals are to foster multistate collabo-

ration and to strive for more effective and efficient use 

of the extension systems’ limited resources.27 One of 

its recent projects is the New England Extension Food 

Safety Consortium, a network of food safety and nutri-

tion specialists and educators, as well as food science 

faculty representing the six New England land-grant uni-

versities. The food safety consortium creates educational 

programs and online resources related to food safety. The 

six New England extension programs also sponsor the 

annual New England Vegetable and Fruit Conference, a 

three-day winter meeting to promote collaboration and 

resource-sharing among the extension programs and the 

region’s vegetable and fruit growers.28

OTHER IN IT IATIVES

Numerous other examples of multistate food system initia-

tives demonstrate the potential for impact. Recent exam-

ples include Farm to Institution New England (funded by 

the John Merck Fund and others); Northeast Ag Works! 

(funded by the W.K. Kellogg Foundation); Enhancing 

Food Security in the Northeast with Regional Food 

Systems (funded by the USDA’s Agriculture and Food 

Research Initiative); the Land Access Project (funded by 

the USDA’s Beginning Farmer and Rancher Development 

Program); and the New England Food System Policy 

Project of which this report is a part (supported by the 

Henry P. Kendall Foundation). 

   6.3 STATE FOOD CHARTERS,             
   PLANS AND POLICY COUNCILS        

As discussed above, regional frameworks inherently 

involve multiple states. Food system planning and policy 

efforts within states are potential contributing platforms 

for regional food system coordination or collaboration. 

These state-based efforts take diverse forms, including 

state food charters, plans and policy councils. In some 

cases, state food policy councils are charged with devel-

oping or implementing state plans, among other respon-

sibilities or functions. In other cases, food system planning 

is being conducted outside of state government. Each of 

the six New England states has embarked on food plan-

ning efforts.29

In general, charters, plans and councils have not been 

undertaken on a multistate or regional scale. A notable 

exception is the plan prepared by the Delaware Valley 

Regional Planning Commission. Greater Philadelphia’s 

Food System Plan covers parts of Pennsylvania and New 

Jersey. Yet those working to develop state-based food 
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policy and planning structures are increasingly recog-

nizing that success depends in part on the larger food 

system. From this perspective, strong state food char-

ters and plans are potentially significant influences on 

regional food system planning coordination, and vice 

versa. Similarly, state food policy councils or similar plan-

ning entities can be powerful participants in any regional 

efforts or institutions. As an example, the New England 

Food Vision 2060, referenced above, assumes regional 

collaboration among the six states. It recognizes New 

England has diverse population and production capacity 

as well as sea-based resources. Ideally, regional planning 

will inform state plans, and state food planning will influ-

ence regional efforts.  

STATE FOOD CHARTERS AND PLANS

The food charters and food plans described here share a 

common purpose. A food plan is largely synonymous with 

a food charter but may be more detailed and may imply or 

include more specific actions. In most cases, one or more 

organizations or entities are responsible for the charter or 

plan and may also sponsor events, research, a website or 

publications. 

Typically developed through the joint effort of diverse 

food system stakeholders concerned with a specific state, 

geographic area or community, a food charter consists of 

a declaration of common visions, values and principles 

that should guide the jurisdiction’s food policy. It does 

not have regulatory weight or the force of law. In recent 

years, food charters have been adopted in Michigan, Iowa, 

Oregon, West Virginia, the city of Los Angeles, the region 

around Durham, N.C., and in Canada.30 In an unusual exam-

ple of a food charter applicable to more than one state, 

organizations and institutions in Wisconsin and Minnesota 

together adopted a food charter for the food system of 

15 counties along the western shore of Lake Superior.31 

Stakeholders in Rhode Island recently developed a farm-

er-driven statewide strategic plan to strengthen and 

diversify the state’s agriculture sector.32 

Example: Vermont Farm to Plate

Vermont’s 2010 Farm to Plate plan is a particularly 

robust 10-year statewide strategic food system plan. It 

was developed by the Vermont Sustainable Jobs Fund 

and the Vermont Sustainable Agriculture Council, a food 

policy advisory entity created in 1995.33 In part, Farm to 

Plate is intended to guide and support Vermont’s Farm to 

Plate Investment Program, which the Vermont legislature 

enacted in 2009.34 A self-governing network of more than 

200 organizations — including work groups, task forces 

and cross-cutting teams — that is coordinated by a steer-

ing committee and facilitated by the Vermont Sustainable 

Jobs Fund, Farm to Plate is focused on achieving the 

plan’s 25 goals, which touch on all sectors of Vermont’s 

food system.35 A central product is the newly launched 

online Vermont Food Atlas, a comprehensive repository of 

food and agriculture resources in the state and an online 

destination to monitor the state’s progress in achieving 

the plan’s goals.36 

FOOD POLICY COUNCILS 

A food policy council brings together stakeholders from 

across the food system to engage in food system plan-

ning efforts, research, education and, most significantly, 

food system policy development. Many food policy coun-

cils operate at the municipal level. They work to develop 

legislative, regulatory and nongovernmental solutions 

to strengthen state or local food systems, promote eco-

nomic development in the food system and advance envi-

ronmental stewardship and social justice. Often initiated 

by government through legislation or executive orders, 

statewide food policy councils may have an official man-

date and obligations, as well as government members and 

formal relationships with administrative agencies and leg-

islative bodies. Other food policy councils, especially at 

the county or local level, are independent of government 

but may include representatives from governmental enti-

ties.37 Several are coordinated by a city employee. 

According to the Harvard Food Law and Policy Clinic:

A food policy council provides a unique forum for diverse 

stakeholders to address the common concerns about 

food policies that arise in their city, county, or state, 

including topics such as food security, farm policy, food 

regulations, environmental impacts, health, and nutri-

tion. Stakeholders include a range of people invested in 

the food system, such as farmers, city and state officials, 

non-profit organizations, chefs, food distributors, food 

justice advocates, educators, health professionals, and 

concerned citizens. With the lack of government agencies 

(at any level) devoted to the sole task of regulating and 

improving food policy, food policy councils have emerged 

as innovative and much-needed mechanisms to identify 

and advocate for food system change.38

As of 2012, there were 193 state and local food policy coun-

cils around the country, nearly twice as many as there were 

in 2010.39 There are no multi-state food policy councils. 
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Example: Connecticut Food Policy Council

Created by the Connecticut legislature in 1997, the 

Connecticut Food Policy Council consists of six stake-

holders from various sectors of the food system that are 

nominated by elected officials.40 By statute, the coun-

cil is charged with the development, coordination and 

implementation of a food system policy, as well as active 

participation in legislative and regulatory policy activi-

ties affecting the food system.41 Since its enactment the 

council has been at the center of several important food 

system projects across the state.42

Other entities and programs with regional focus deserve 

mention, for example the Northeast-Midwest Institute, and 

various regional rural and urban policy institutes. Federal 

agencies have regional divisions, USDA’s Sustainable 

Agriculture Research and Education Program in the 

Northeast and EPA Region I, for example.  There are also 

regional chapters of NGO associations and professional 

organizations such as the Northeast Regional Anti-Hunger 

Network, which holds regular conferences.

Action

As the above catalogue reveals, there are several mecha-

nisms for states to work together toward common goals. 

There is no one best model for interstate cooperation. The 

most appropriate model depends entirely on the prob-

lem or goal that stakeholders wish to address. The chal-

lenge — and opportunity — is to match the model to the 

problem. This requires a solid analysis of the problem and 

the regional strategies, if any, that best address it. It also 

requires strong network connections and relationships 

that promote trust and collaborative action.

Indeed, regional cooperation is fraught with challenges. 

These include existing state-focused mandates, cultural 

parochialism, bureaucratic constraints, real and perceived 

competition, and inadequate resources. The takeaway is 

that there is a choice of devices to bring states together to 

solve problems and achieve shared goals. This is far more 

likely to happen in networks with shared values and visions.

More prescriptive approaches are only possible with 

deep political will among diverse stakeholders to bring 

the chosen model to fruition and committed resources 

to sustain it for whatever time is needed. With other 

approaches, it may be sufficient to rely on voluntary coor-

dination and collaboration or to build on the momentum 

and consensus reflected in existing initiatives to achieve 

new goals. For instance, an interstate compact may not be 

needed to develop a multistate farm and food marketing 

campaign. A task force may not be sufficient to address 

issues such as regional milk pricing or interstate harmoniz-

ing of state meat inspection programs, though it may be 

an appropriate first step. Some, but not all, models require 

a substantial investment of time, energy and resources.

In the spirit of furthering dialogue to address regional 

food system issues, the following discussion describes 

one idea for an overarching regional approach. In addi-

tion, we present several specific policy and institutional 

areas for additional regional collaboration that were sug-

gested by stakeholders engaged as part of this research.  

REGIONAL FOOD SYSTEM PLANNING ENTITY

A regional entity comprising representation from New 

England states could set an agenda for states to work 

together on food system issues. It could build regional 

consensus around a sustainable food system vision such 

as, for example, the New England Food Vision 2060. The 

initial mandate of the entity would be to develop a process 

for multistate cooperation. It could be organized using 

one of the models discussed above, such as a regional 

food policy council or an ad hoc task force. The body 

could lead the development and implementation of a stra-

tegic regional plan to achieve jointly identified goals. Such 

an entity could be initiated by formal government action 

or as an evolution or outgrowth of the Vision and efforts 

of the New England Farm and Food Security Initiative or 

Food Solutions New England. 

The group could be charged with producing a strategy 

similar to the charter or food plan models described above, 

or developing an MOU to facilitate shared and coopera-

tive actions. With a clearly defined mission or mandate, 

the entity would provide a forum for identification of 

market-based and regulatory solutions and for regional 

coordination of public policies to seize those opportuni-

ties. If the initiative aimed at identifiable and immediate 

economic benefits for farmers, supply chain actors and 

citizens, while promoting food equity, a regional initiative to 

strengthen food systems could generate a high level of par-

ticipating state commitment and stakeholder enthusiasm.

As an advisory institution, a regional body would need 

strong, broad-based support from governmental, indus-

try and public stakeholders as well as adequate financial 
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resources and staff support to facilitate its work. Achieving 

meaningful policy changes likely will require an entity 

with some institutional underpinning and longevity. The 

daunting task of translating visions and plans into state 

legislation and rulemakings that garner political support 

would be the principal challenge for this group. In a more 

modest approach, the entity could be charged with estab-

lishing an inclusive process to derive a shared set of food 

system principles and guidelines for the multistate region. 

As part of any regional planning process, a regional food 

planning body might focus on evaluating the appropriate 

regional tools and methods, such as those discussed in 

this report, for addressing specific food policy or insti-

tutional challenges where stakeholders identify a need 

for greater regional coordination. It is possible that the 

functions of a regional food-system-planning group could 

be split among several networks or institutions, although 

disaggregation could diminish the effort’s overall impact. 

AREAS FOR GREATER REGIONAL COORDI-

NATION AND COLLABORATION

Interviews with food system stakeholders during the 

first half of 2013, various breakout discussions at the 

Food Solutions New England 2013 Food Summit, and 

the research informing this report identified a number of 

policy and institutional areas as potentially promising for 

greater regional coordination.43 These areas merit addi-

tional exploration as future focuses of regional initiatives, 

potentially including one or more of the regional frame-

works identified in this section.

Farm Bill: A frequent refrain of stakeholders is the need to 

strengthen New England’s voice in establishing and imple-

menting the provisions of the federal farm bill through 

regionally based coordination and advocacy.44

Federal Food Safety Modernization Act: Implementation 

of the new requirements of the federal Food Safety 

Modernization Act is a clear potential focus for regional 

coordination, information-sharing and advocacy at the 

federal level for needed regulatory changes, as well 

as evaluation of the impacts of FSMA implementation 

across states.45

Cooperative Extension Programs: Stakeholders iden-

tified a need for further efforts to promote regional 

resource-sharing, coordination and communication 

among the states’ cooperative extension programs, above 

and beyond the New England Extension Consortium.46

Food System Workforce Coordination: Stakeholders 

addressing fair labor and workforce development in the 

food system suggested a regional repository of model 

state policies and legislation, coordination of university 

and other training programs, and educational and licens-

ing reciprocity agreements among the New England 

states.47 

Institutional Procurement: Stakeholders pointed to 

regional branding of food products as a strategy that 

could expand opportunities for institutional procurement 

of New England-grown foods.48

Meat Processing: Stakeholders discussed meat process-

ing and related federal and state regulatory requirements 

as a potential area for regional agreements, regulatory 

harmonization and better coordination to improve market 

opportunities and slaughterhouse capacity.49

Federal Programs and Funding: A potential focus of 

regional coordination is the use of federal programs and 

funds, including those for ecosystem services, so that 

underused resources could be shifted to other states in 

the region where demand and program use are higher.50 

Likewise, in those cases where a large number of New 

England farms fail to qualify for certain federal programs 

or funding, the states could explore regionally oriented 

approaches and consider pooling financial resources to 

provide similar grants and incentives to a broader group 

of New England farms.

Assessment of Regional Branding: Stakeholders noted 

that the proper role of regional branding efforts is an 

important and evolving issue, suggesting that such 

efforts may require additional focus, clearer standards 

and ongoing monitoring and assessment to ensure that 

these efforts provide value and contribute to successful 

marketing.51

Soil Contamination Issues: Given divergent state reg-

ulatory approaches, urban agriculture efforts through-

out New England could benefit from a common set of 

regional best practices for due diligence, environmental 

liability protection and soil remediation where urban land 

or brownfields are being converted to agricultural uses.
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Regulatory Harmonization, Reciprocity and Cross-

Pollination: There appear to be a number of promising 

areas where state laws and regulations could be better 

harmonized to facilitate regional markets, such as food 

safety and processing, and where best practices should 

be shared among states, including current-use taxation, 

access to state lands for farming, and water resources 

management.

Coordinated Research: It could prove beneficial to coor-

dinate research topics of shared interest, including land 

access mechanisms, food transportation options, supply 

network options and the protection and restoration of 

water and marine ecosystems.

Greater Food Access, Justice and Equity: Rates of food 

insecurity have escalated throughout New England during 

the past 10 years. Many people of color and people living 

in poverty continue to have unequal access to healthy 

foods. Federal food programs are not keeping pace with 

demand. Purposefully addressing race and economic dis-

parity among the structural causes of food system inequities 

should be a cornerstone of a regional food system vision.
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